
 
 

JOB PROFILE - Data Science Intern 

 

SmartHelio is a cleantech startup based out of Lausanne, Switzerland. As a response to the Twenty-First                

century’s challenges, SmartHelio came up with the idea of bringing light without heat: to accelerate the                

rapid adoption of sustainable energy in the face of climate change. We use the sun in a smart way that’s                    

why we call ourselves SmartHelio. We are trying to disrupt the conventional energy supply arrangements               

using basic electronics and AI. Therefore, we have developed an Artificial Intelligence-enabled low-cost             

technology for solar energy systems (including the small and large scale solar installations). We provide               

deep-data analytic and decision-making tools for solar companies to improve their financials and business              

insights. Kindly visit www.smarthelio.com for more information. 

 

About the role 

 

The intern will explore different forecasting models for PV production based on weather parameters. The               

intern will be working closely with the Research & Development team and Products & Business team in                 

India and Switzerland. The key responsibilities of this role are as follows - 

 

1. Understand the development needs and define a practical research plan with the agile approach; 

2. Review the literature techniques and market available tools for forecasting PV systems’            

production; 

3. Create algorithms using Python language to automatically forecast PV energy production; 

4. Integrate all developed algorithms in the company’s R&D Python library. 

 

What you will need 

 

The qualifications that are necessary for someone to fill this position are the followings  

1. Master degree with proven independent research and development (R&D) abilities in one of the              

following fields or related: Electronics or Electrical Engineering, Energy & Photovoltaics, physics or             

Computer Science 

2. Knowledge of PV systems domain 

3. You work independently, have the ability to perform a literature review, and implement data              

analysis and machine learning techniques 

4. Knowledge in Data Analysis and Machine Learning (Intermediate) 

5. Knowledge in Python (Intermediate) 

6. Knowledge in API management (Basic to Intermediate) 

7. Working knowledge of SQL 

 

Job Location 

 

New Delhi, India. However, SmartHelio promotes social distancing and currently, all its employees are              

working from home 

 

Compensation & Benefits 



 
 

 

1. Stipend: INR 10000-20,000 depending on the experience and degree 

2. Duration: 4-6 months  

3. Possibility to join full time 

4. Opportunity to work with Swiss research institutions 

5. Opportunity to represent the company in the international and national conferences 

 

How to Apply 

 

Please click on the link (https://forms.gle/A4YMG6RHkn87kyQQ7) and submit the requested details 

https://forms.gle/A4YMG6RHkn87kyQQ7

